Corrections to the seventh revised edition of the GHS

Note by the secretariat

The Sub-Committee is invited to consider the following corrections to the seventh revised edition of the GHS.

1. Chapter 2.2, paragraph 2.2.2.1, first sentence
   For in in Category 1A read in Category 1A

2. Chapter 2.16, paragraph 2.16.4.1, second text box from the top
   For aluminum read aluminium

3. Annex 3, section 2, table A3.2.2, precautionary statement P212, column (2)
   For desensitized read desensitizing

4. Annex 3, section 3, paragraph A3.3.2.2.2, last sentence
   For open flame read open flames

5. Annex 3, section 3, heading A3.3.5 and paragraph A3.3.5.1
   Delete

6. Annex 3, section 3, matrix table on page 328 of the English version
   For OXIDIZING LIQUIDS (CHAPTER 2.13) read OXIDIZING SOLIDS (CHAPTER 2.14)

7. Annex 3, section 3, matrix table acute toxicity (inhalation), category 3, hazard statement
   For H311 read H331